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ISLAMABAD: Chairman, COMSTECH, Prof. Dr. M. Saleh Chaudhry, in a meeting with the First Lady of the Islamic Republic of Iran, Mrs. Masooma Alamshahzadi, requested the commission to design new programs to give equal opportunities to Iranian women in the field of science, technology, and innovation.

In the meeting held on Sunday, Prof. Chaudhry briefed the First Lady about COMSTEC’s objectives and joint collaborative programs with the Islamic Republic of Iran. Mrs. Alamshahzadi applauded the efforts of COMSTEC in various joint training programs for Iranian women scientists.

Prof. Chaudhry informed her that he had signed several MoUs with the top universities and scientific organizations of Iran. Speaking on the occasion, Mrs. Masooma Alamshahzadi urged COMSTEC to introduce more programs for Iranian women scientists in different fields that were open for everyone.